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Dr. Rawick donated his papers to the University Archives on October 5, 1989.

Dr. Rawick was an author, teacher and political activist. He was best known for his research on slavery which resulted in his book From Sundown to Sunup: The Making of the Black Community. The book, published in 1972 has been translated into more than 12 other languages. Dr. Rawick also compiled the slave narratives done by the W.P.A. in the late 30s into The American Slave: A Composite Autobiography. Rawick taught History and Sociology at the University of Missouri-St. Louis for the last 11 years of a teaching career which spanned 35 years. He also taught at Washington University, Wayne State University, State University of New York, University of Chicago and others. Dr. Rawick was involved in leftist politics from his earliest days at Oberlin College were he received his bachelor's degree.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

The Rawick papers include Correspondence, Publications, The writings of Dr. Rawick and many of his contemporaries and students. The collection also contains a large part of the papers of Terrence Powderly an official with the Knights of Labor. The Powderly papers cover a period from 1864 to 1937. Also included in the collection are the transcripts of many of the slave narratives collected by the Writers Project of the W.P.A. in 1936 and 1937. Several of Dr. Rawick's lectures as well as an oral interview with him are on audio tapes in the collection as well as a small number of family photographs (most unidentified).

SERIES DESCRIPTION

Series 1: Personal papers and writings, 1952-1988

These papers are divided into personal papers, writings and correspondence and are arranged chronologically. Includes a typescript version of Eugene Genovese's Roll, Jordan, Roll, sent to Rawick.

Series 2: Others' Writings, 1936-1983

The writings of many of Dr. Rawick's students and contemporaries as well as material sent to Dr. Rawick in hopes of getting his feedback. This series also contains a copy of a civil war diary and a report on a murder case involving slaves in 1841 St. Louis.

Series 3: Publications, 1908-1987

This series is an excellent collection of socialist periodicals and labor periodicals as well as pamphlets on a wide variety of subjects although most are slanted to the left.
Series 4: The Powderly Papers, 1864-1937

Copies of the correspondence of Terrence Powderly a Grand Master Workman with the Knights of Labor. The Material in this series is copied from the collection of the Catholic University of America in Washington D.C. anyone citing this material should credit them and not the Western Historical Manuscript Collection. The Powderly Papers have been left in the order in which Dr. Rawick had them.

Series 5: Slave Narratives, 1936-1938

This series contains copies of many of the transcripts compiled by the W.P.A. during the 1930s they have been ordered according to states where the respondent spent most of their time as slaves and then alphabetically within each state.

Series 6: Audio Tapes

Various recorded lectures, discussions, and oral interviews.

Series 7: Photographs

Many personal photographs, most unidentified.

FOLDER LIST

BOX 1
1. Personal papers 1944-1985
2. Personal papers 1942-1985
3. Material relating to Dr. Rawick 19056-1990
4. Writings, Dr. Rawick 1969-1979
5. Writings, Dr. Rawick nd.

BOX 2

BOX 3
12. Writings, Dr. Rawick 1972-1977
13. Writings, Dr. Rawick 1954-1983
14. Writings, Dr. Rawick 1949-1979
15. Book reviews and catalogues 1969-1979

BOX 4
16. Writings, Dr. Rawick 1954-1980
17. Writings, Dr. Rawick 1973-1974
18. Writings, Dr. Rawick 1979
19. Writings, Dr. Rawick, drafts and partial 1955-1972
20. Writings, Dr. Rawick, drafts and partial nd.

BOX 5

21. Notes, hand written nd.
22. Correspondence, 1967-1982
25. Correspondence, Greenwood Reprint Corp. 1967-1970
27. Correspondence, Martin Glaberman 1966-1968
28. Correspondence, Facing Reality 1964-1971
29. Correspondence, Oakland University 1965-1968

BOX 6

30. Correspondence, Fund for the Republic 1954-1956
31. Correspondence, Dr. Merle Curti 1953-1958
32. Correspondence, WPA Writers Project 1974-1984
33. Correspondence, Spanish students 1956
34. Correspondence, Gambino 1971-1984
35. Correspondence, Ken Lawrence 1976-1978
36. Correspondence, Eric Heffer 1965
37. Correspondence, UMSL 1976-1982
38. Correspondence, Italian radicals 1973-1988
40. Correspondence, Workers Democracy 1987-1988
41. Correspondence, Miners strike 1984
42. Correspondence, Walter Rodney 1980-1988
43. Correspondence, Personal 1969

BOX 7

44. Correspondence, General 1952-1960
45. Correspondence, General 1961-1969
46. Correspondence, General 1970-1975
47. Correspondence, General 1976-1979
49. Correspondence, Unidentified, undated and partial.

SERIES 2 OTHERS’ WRITINGS

BOX 8

50. Writings, CLR James 1960-1968
51. Writings, Martin Glaberman 1966-1967
52. Writings, Ferruccio Gambino nd.
53. Writings, Ken Lawrence 1973-1980
54. Writings, Eugene D. Genovese, Roll Jordon Roll nd.
55. Writings, Eugene D. Genovese, Afro-American Slave Revolts in the Making of the New World. nd
56. Writings, George Lipsitz, Strategies of Independence or Isn't it About Time a Historian Beat a Live Horse. nd and Norman Yetman, The Uses of the Slave Narrative Collection. 1977
57. Writings, Martin Gettleman, In the Balance. 1976
58. Writings, The Gathering Forces. 1967
60. Writings, unidentified. nd.
61. Writings, unidentified. nd.

BOX 9

62. Writings, Account of the Emergence of Local 229 U.A.W., nd.
63. Writings, Others 1962-1979
64. Writings, Others nd.
65. Writings, Others in Italian 1978
66. Writings, Syllabi and bibliographies nd.
67. Writings, Syllabi and bibliographies nd.

BOX 10

68. Writings, Position Papers on Reconstruction. various authors 1974
69. Writings, The Negro in Iowa. 1940
70. Writings, Black History/Slavery 1970-1978
71. Writings, Black History/Slavery 1936-1982

BOX 11

72. Writings, Black History/Slavery 1953-1983
73. Writings, Black History/Slavery 1952-1980
74. Writings, Black History/Slavery nd.
75. Writings, Black History/Slavery 1937-1983
76. Writings, History of the Old South 1979
77. American Indian material 1964-1981
78. Shell Club information nd.

BOX 12

80. Oral History, Holocaust nd.
82. Center for Contemporary Cultural Studies 1964-1966
83. Monteith College Material 1964
84. Information on the Left in Italy 1979-1980
85. Civil War Diary and 1841 account of murder case involving slaves in St. Louis

Series 3 PUBLICATIONS
86. Newsclips, various subjects 1952-1980
87. Cuaderno De Sociologia 1969
88. Publications

A) Labor in an Affluent Society 1967
B) A New Philosophy for Labor 1959
C) The Struggle in the Middle East nd.
D) Solidarity the Workers Power nd.
E) Desire and Need 1967
F) The Human Condition & Beyond, 1967
G) African Freedom Fighters Speak for Themselves 1975
H) Trade Unionism 1942
I) Johnson's Mystification of Marxism 1943
J) Leninism, the Comintern and Putschism 1959

89. Publications

A) Twenty-Five years for God and Country 1946
B) Souvenir Booklet, High Ridge Public School 1908
C) The Anthropologists' Frontier: The Last Phase of African Exploration 1963
D) Witness and Watchtower in the Rhodesia and Nyasland, 1965
E) Toward Peace in Palestine 1943
F) Japanese Imperialism Today c.1972
G) Counter-Planning on the Shop Floor nd.
H) Labor Notes Newsletter 1987
I) In G.M. Forward in '55
J) Trinidad & Tabago Index 1966
K) Communist China: A Socialist Analysis 1955

90. Publications, Socialist Workers Party 1938
95. Labor Vets News Bulletin 1947

96. Labor Action Newspaper 1950-1958
97. Labor Worker Newspaper 1963-1964
98. L'intransigeant Newspaper 1938
99. Le Populaire Newspaper 1938
100. Militant Newspaper 1938
101. L'Humanite Newspaper 1938
102. Fight Newspaper 1938
103. The Illustrated News 1963
104. Newsclips nd.
105. The Spark, South Africa 1937-1939
107. New Views 1945-1946
108. The New International Magazine 1935-1938
109. The New International Magazine 1938-1939
110. The New International Magazine 1940-1941

BOX 16

111. The New International Magazine 1942
112. The New International Magazine 1943
113. The New International Magazine 1944
114. The New International Magazine 1945
115. The New International Magazine 1949
117. The Southern Patriot 1971-1974
119. International Literature 1933-1944

BOX 17

120. International Socialism 1960-1964
121. The Reporter 1963
123. Liberator 1963
124. Race Today 1974-1975
125. Saturday Review 1953
126. National Review 1963
127. Radical History Review 1978
128. The Yale Review 1982
129. Monthly Review 1985
130. Wildcat 1969,1974
131. Progressive Labor Magazine 1967
132. Inner City Voice 1967-1968
133. Pinpoint 1970

BOX 18

134. The Jews and the War 1916
135. The Distrust of Reason 1959
136. The Right to Be Lazy 1970
137. New University Thought 1961
138. A New Era of Labor Revolt 1966
140. Vieques Bulletin 1979
141. A Year in Treblinka nd.
142. Marcus Garvey 1967
143. Midnight Notes 1979-1988
144. Publications

A) Peace and Democracy News 1988
B) CFC 1973
C) Omkeer,South Africa 1979
D) Oral History, Columbia University 1976
E) The Conditions of Farm Workers and Small Farmers in 1971
F) Free Speech For GI's 1967
G) No Right to a Hearing (England) 1965
I) The Truth Monger nd.
J) What is Marxism 1982
K) Center for Socialist History Interbulletin 1983
L) Generation of Revolutionaries nd.
M) Punching Out 1952
N) Descrying the Peasantry 1982
O) Ground Zero nd.
P) The Mill Hunk Herald 1984

145. Anvil 1949-1060
146. Radical America 1968,1984

BOX 19

147. What's Happening to the American Worker? c.1968
148. Student Partisan 1947
149. The Student Soapbox 1948
150. Socialist Youth Review 1947
151. Campus Rebels: A Brief History of the Student League Industrial Democracy 1953
152. Students Peace Union Bulletin 1963
156. Radical Education Project 1964,1966
157. Oakland Observer 1969
158. Toledo Free Press 1966
159. The South End (Wayne State University) 1971
160. The Point of Production 1969
161. Midwest Young Socialist 1948
162. Young Socialist Magazine 1919
163. The Gathering Forces (Facing Reality) 1967
164. Correspondence (Facing Reality) 1958
165. Young Peoples Socialist League Discussion Bulletin 1964
166. Revolt on the Campus: The Student Movement in the 1930s-1960
167. Left Wing Bulletin 1957
168. Young Socialist Review 1938
169. Young Socialist Review 1954

BOX 20

170. Young Socialist Review 1955
171. Young Socialist Review 1957
172. Young Socialist Review 1957
175. Speak Out 1966-1970
177. Socialist Voice 1983
178. The Proletarian 1922
179. American Socialist Quarterly 1934
180. American Socialist Monthly 1936
181. Socialist Review 1938
182. Socialist Review 1938-1939

BOX 21

183. Revolutionary Socialist Review 1934-1935
184. Socialist Call 1960-1962
186. Internal Bulletin Socialist Workers Party 1940
187. Workers Party Bulletin 1946
188. The New International 1934
190. The Workers Republic 1967
191. Workers International News 1946-1947
192. Internationale #2 1967

193. Pamphlets

A) Why Communism 1935
B) Fidel Castro Speech at Havana 1962
C) A Plan for America 1932
D) Socialism in Action 1912
E) Next-A Labor Party 1948
F) Who are the 18 Prisoners in the Minneapolis Labor Case 1944
G) How Fare Youth nd.
H) Defeat the Anti-Labor Smith Bill A Letter to Congress, 1952
J) The Steel Workers and the Fight for Labor Rights 1952
K) The Threat to the Labor Movement 1947
L) The Yankee Primer, 1933
M) This is Socialism, nd.
N) What is Anarchism? nd.
O) Reform or Revolution 1961

194. Pamphlets

A) The Communist's Take a New Look 1956
B) Is Communism Un-American 1947
C) How the Communist's Rule Russia 1927
E) Indicts the Wall Street Conspirators 1948
F) The Story Of the Constitution of the United States Told By Those Who Fashioned It 1946
G) The Constructive Program of Socialism 1908
H) John Brown's Brain 1959
I) Toward Socialist Reorientation nd.
J) The Socialist Party and the Working Class 1904
K) Socialist Fundamentals 1932

195. Pamphlets

A) The Consensus 1922
B) Building a New World Through the Socialist Party 1936
C) A Workers World 1934
D) Toward Socialist Reorientation nd.
E) Swastika Over Germany 1933
F) Sit Down 1937
G) On Behalf Of Russia 1918
H) Introduction to Scientific Socialism 1933
I) Democracy and Japanese Americans 1942
J) The Bolsheviks and the Soviets nd.
K) The Battle of Ballots nd.
L) What Means This Strike 1963

BOX 22

196. Pamphlets

A) The Parable of the Water Tank nd.
B) The Jewish Labor Movement in America 1957
C) "All For Mr. Davis" The Story of Sharecropper Odell Waller nd.
D) The Rights of Ireland and the Faith of a Felon 1848
E) Problems of Revolutionary Socialism 1935
F) Report of the Eighth Annual Conference of the Labor Party 1908
G) Shall a Labor Party Be Formed in America? 1923
I) Crime it's Causes and Consequences 1937
J) Which Must Go ? America or Private Ownership of Railroads 1923
K) In Defense of Socialism 1944
L) Plenty For All: The Meaning of Socialism 1946
M) Young Peoples Socialist League Song Book 1946
197. Pamphlets

A) Why Unemployment? 1935
B) The Crime of El Fanguito
C) Save Your Union: The Meaning of the Anti-Trust Persecution of Labor 1940
D) Election Platform of the Communist Party 1948
E) The Atomic Age: Suicide... Slavery or Socialism nd.
G) Intellectuals in the Fight for Peace 1949
H) The Plot to Gag America 1950
I) Is Time Study Scientific 1954
J) Peace or War: The People Against the Warmakers 1946
K) The Time of the Toad c.1950
L) Marxism-Leninism vs. Revisionism 1946
M) Industrial Problems 1909

198. Pamphlets

A) Russia: Promise and Performance 1945
B) Working Class Unity: Bulwark Against Fascism 1935
C) China Trade Facts nd.
D) Formosa nd.
E) India's Progress nd.
F) Platform: Socialist Party 1952
G) Action Program of the Social Democratic Party of Germany 1954
H) The War That Was Foretold: Germany and England 1909
I) Socialist Platform 1960
J) Labour in the Affluent Society 1960
K) Rules of the Transport and General Worker's Union 1956
L) Vote, What For? 1959
M) The American Threat to British Culture nd.
N) Stories From the Earthly Paradise nd.
O) No Compromise No Political Trading 1919
P) The Martyr Peoples nd.
Q) Education and the Social Order 1949
R) Is the New Deal Socialism 1936
S) Handbook for Socialists 1951

199. Pamphlets

A) A Way Forward: Political Realignment in America 1960
B) Incentive Pay: The Speed Up New Style nd.
C) The Coming American Revolution 1947
D) Witch Hunt in Minnesota c.1941
E) Trade Unionism in Algeria 1959
G) Reaction Beats it's War Drums 1956
H) Speech Delivered by Alderman John C. Kennedy to the City Council of Chicago 1917
I) We Build For Socialism 1951
J) Socialist Reconstruction of Society 1963
K) The Truth About Socialism nd.
L) The American Empire 1921
M) The Open Shop nd.
N) Anarchism and Morality 1945
O) What's Behind the Christian Front 1939
P) Union Committeemen and Wildcat Strikes 1955

200. Pamphlets, Facing Reality
A) Be His Payment High or Low 1966
B) Theory and Practice 1969
C) Detroit: The July Days 1967
201. Mao as a Dialectician 1971

BOX 23

206. Italian Language Newspapers and Magazines.
207. Journal Articles 1866-1987

BOX 24

211. Assorted Publications and Study Guides
A) Christian Science and Eastern Religions 1972
B) Structure of American Capitalism 1942
C) The Role of the Party in the Fight for Socialism nd.
D) The Role of the Trade Unions: Their Economic Role Under Capitalism 1947
E) ABC of Marxism 1946
F) Marxian Economics nd.
G) Imperialism nd.
H) The State nd.
I) History and Principals of the Fourth International nd.
J) What is a Program of "Transitional" Demands 1944

212. Assorted Publications
A) Our Generation 1976
B) Caribbean International Opinion 1968
C) The Italian Inquisition 1982
D) Card Newsletter 1967
E) SECHABA: Official Organ of the African National Congress 1968
F) The Unsquare Deal: London's Bus Colour Bar 1967
G) Not a Penny on the Rents nd.
H) Pouvoir Ouvrier 1964
I) The Kronstadt Commune 1967
J) Combate 1960
K) Social and Economic Studies 1967
M) Por Que ? nd.
N) Black Ram 1969
O) Violence in the Toilets 1968
P) International Labour Reports 1986
Q) Insight 1980

213. Assorted Publications

A) Black Workers Set the Pace nd.
B) Anthropology and Imperialism 1967
C) Race Today 1974
D) The People, Yes 1973
E) Redefining the Past 1975
F) Workers Inquiry 1973
G) Radicals in the Professions 1968
H) Labor and Community Newsletter 1980
I) 3 Political Discussions 1976
J) Reflections of Carondelet 1966
K) Folklife Center News 1980

214. Assorted Publications

A) Monteith College Social Science Reader 1961
C) Politics 1946
D) Trans-action 1969
E) Socialist Worker 1982
F) Socialist Monthly Changes 1979
G) International Labor and Working Class History 1976
H) The Nation 1988
I) Union Democracy Review nd.

**BOX 25**
216. Urgent Tasks Magazine 1977-1980
217. Reports on Civilian Conservation Corp and National Youth Administration. 1940-1942
218. The Community Development Corporation as a Response to Poverty. nd.

**BOX 26**
219. Guide to the Powderly Papers
220. Powderly Papers
221. Powderly Papers
222. Powderly Papers
223. Powderly Papers
224. Powderly Papers
225. Powderly Papers

BOX 27
226. Slave Narratives, Alabama

BOX 28
227. Slave Narratives, Arkansas
228. Slave Narratives, Florida

BOX 29
229. Slave Narratives, Georgia

BOX 30
230. Slave Narratives, Kentucky

BOX 31
231. Slave Narratives, Louisiana
232. Slave Narratives, Maryland

BOX 32
233. Slave Narratives, Mississippi
234. Slave Narratives, Missouri

BOX 33
235. Slave Narratives, North Carolina
236. Slave Narratives, South Carolina

BOX 34
237. Slave Narratives, Tennessee

BOX 35
238. Slave Narratives, Texas A-D

BOX 36
239. Slave Narratives, Texas E-M
BOX 37
240. Slave Narratives, Texas N-Z

BOX 38
241. Slave Narratives, Virginia

Box 39
242. Narratives of Slave Owners, Indians and Slaves in Indian Territory.

BOX 40
243. Slave Narratives, Incomplete

BOX 41
244. Slave Narratives, Incomplete

Box 42
245. Slave Narratives, Microfilm

BOX 43
246. Index Cards Relating to Slave Narratives

BOX 44
247. Audio Tapes, Reel

T1 Slavery by CLR James 5/4/74
T2 Rawick Lecture 7/66
T3 Rawick Lecture 7/66
T4 Rawick "Folk-Like Groups in the Urban World" nd.
T5 Rawick Lecture 5/66
T6 Rawick Lecture 6/66
T7 Discussion with Mr. Haggard
T8 Student Movement in the 30s Part 1
T9 Development Faculty Meeting
T10 Architecture and Lutherans
T11 Rawick Lecture 10/23/68
T12 Rawick Lecture 8/66
T13 Rawick Lecture 7/66
T14 Rawick Lecture nd.

BOX 45
248. Audio Tapes, Cassette

T15 Rawick Lecture, Labor Movement 1\18\78
T16 Rawick Lecture, Labor Movement 1\20\78
T17 Rawick Lecture, Labor Movement 1\30\78
T18 Rawick Lecture, Labor Movement 2\2\78
T19 Rawick Lecture, Labor Movement 2\6\78
T20 Rawick Lecture, Labor Movement 2\20\78
T21 Rawick Lecture, Labor Movement 2\22\78
T22 Rawick Lecture, Labor Movement 2\27\78
T23 Rawick Lecture, Labor Movement 2\27\78
T24 Rawick Lecture, Labor Movement 3\1\78
T25 Rawick Lecture, Labor Movement 3\10\78
T26 Rawick Lecture, Labor Movement 3\15\78
T27 Rawick Lecture, Labor Movement 3\17\78
T28 Rawick Lecture, Labor Movement 3\29\78
T29 Rawick Lecture, Labor Movement 4\5\78
T30 CLR James, "On Oliver Cox's Class and Race 1974
T31 Rawick, Dictated Correspondence nd.
T32 Rawick, Dictated Correspondence nd.
T33 Rawick Lecture, Focel, Engerman, Cenuse and Blasingame nd.
T34 Rawick Lecture at St. Lawrence University nd.
T35 Oral Interview, Bernard Fitzsimmons 92 yrs. old
T36 Julias Orban, "A Day in History" 10\20\56
T37 Oral Interview, Nick Vasileff (Life in Depression)
T38 Oral Interview, Nick Vasileff (Life in Depression)
T39 Rawick on National Minorities nd.
T40 Oral Interview, Tom Debrotnik (Born in Austria in 1901) nd.
T41 Oral Interview, Elsie Kuenneke (90 Yrs. Old, Recollections of Early Days) nd.
T42 Critique of Jews on the Left
T43 Martin Glaberman, "Problems of Working Class in America" 10\6\72
T44 Oral Interview, Beatrice Whittemore (Quality of Life in the Depression) nd.
T45 Oral Interview, George Rawick 9\11\87 Part 1
T46 Oral Interview, George Rawick 9\11\87 Part 2
T47 CLR James, "Black Jacobins and Black Reconstruction", 1974
T48 CLR James, "How I Wrote Black Jacobins" 1974
T49 CLR James, "How I Would Re-Write Black Jacobins" 1974
T50 "It's Not the Song it's the Singing" Doing Oral History: A Panel Discussion Part 1
T51 "It's Not the Song it's the Singing" Doing Oral History: A Panel Discussion Part 2

BOX 46

Photographs

Folder 249.

630.1 Clam Diggers Boat (3.5x5)
"George: A traditional pattern, locally built clam digger's boat. Encountered on the levee at Muscatine, Iowa, June 1980. The racks of dredge hooks are dragged over the bottom, the clams either get hooked or grab the tines as they pass by. --for the Rawickian Archive of Fresh Water Bivalve Lore"

630.2 Gulia (baby), 1981 4x6
630.3 Tombstone 8x10
630.4 Window 5x7
630.5 Young Boy 3.5x3.5
630.6 Helen Stanton and Marina Maxwell, Wesley Secondary School, 2/68 3.75 X 5.5
630.7 George Rawick 8x10 (two prints)
630.8 Jules Rawick, age 6, 1/72, 1.75x2.5
630.9 Drawing of Woman Slave, 8x10
630.10 Two Men in Garden, 2.5x3.5
630.11 George Rawick with Sculpture, 3.5x5
630.12 George Rawick in front of ornate building, 3.5x5
630.13 Neckargemund, a German Village, 3x4.25
630.14 Rawick's sons, 2x2, August 1972
630.15 Three Photos on Birthday Card from Dianne, Jules and Che
630.16 Young Boy, 3.5 X 4.25
630.17 Helen?, 8x10
630.18 George Rawick's Sons (120 negatives)
630.19 Unidentified Man and Woman, 3.75x5.25
630.20 Unidentified Woman, 3.75x5.25
630.21 Unidentified Group, 3.5x3.5
630.22 Birthday Cake, "Down With Capitalism, Up With Nancy and Marty," 3.5x5.25
630.23 George Rawick, 8x10
630.24 Newsclipping with photo of Rawick's son Jules, 12/11/71

BOX 47

250.

A) Oversize slave narratives
B) Ville Scrapbook
C) Large publications
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